Knowledge graph embedding aims at offering a numerical representation paradigm for knowledge by transforming the entities and relations into continuous vector space. This paper studies the problem of unsatisfactory precise prediction, that existing methods could not express the knowledge in a fine degree to make a precise prediction. To alleviate this issue, we propose an orbit-based embedding model (OrbitE). which is a well-posed algebraic system that expands the position of golden triples from one point in current models to a manifold. Extensive experiments show that the proposed model achieves substantial improvements against the state-of-the-art baselines especially for precise prediction task, with almost the fastest speed.
Introduction
Knowledge is critical to intelligence and achieving knowledge by knowledge is the external dream of AI. To this end, symbolic representations could hardly realize this dream, due to the unsatisfactory generalization ability, while numerical representations take advantage of numerical machine learning methods to complete knowledge graph and make this dream true. Specifically, knowledge graph embedding as a numerical representation method is proposed and becomes a hot research trend of knowledge graph computation. This approach projects the entities and relations into a continuous high-dimension space and applies a score function to measure the plausibility of proposal facts. By this mean, knowledge graph completion and other related tasks are promoted.
The triple (h, r, t) of knowledge graph, which indicate the head entity, the relation and the tail entity, respectively, is represented as numerical vectors by embedding. Translationbased embedding methods such as TransE [Bordes et al., 2013] , PTransE [Lin et al., 2015a] and KG2E [He et al., 2015] are the key branch of embedding, yielding the stateof-the-art predictive performance. Commonly, they treat the triple as a relation-specific translation from head to tail entity.
Despite the achievement of previous methods, precise knowledge prediction is also challenging. For a specific fact, most existing methods could only extract a few candidate Figure 1 : The visualization of TransE embedding with PCA dimension reduction, illustrating the fine-grain situation. The data are selected from Wordnet. The blue crosses mean the matched entities while the red crosses indicate the unmatched ones. The big circiles are equipotential lines. Notably, more near to the center and more plausible the triple is. The true and false triples near the golden position distribute in chaos. We could clearly conclude there actually exists the issue of unsatisfactory precise prediction. knowledge triples that may contain a right one, but definitively predicting only one exact triple for a query fact would still make an urgent task. The key of this task is the unsatisfactory precise prediction issue that the representations near the truth are too imprecise to make a sufficient characterization of the fact. As Fig.1 shows, the situation near to the center involves too much noise, justifying this issue.
There are two reasons for this issue. First, from the algebraic perspective, current embedding methods have much more principle equations than free variables, making an ill-posed algebraic problem. Take TransE as an instance, translation-based principle h + r = t indicates d equations as h i + r i = t i where d is the embedding dimension and the subscript indicates the component of embedding vector. Therefore, there are T d equations where T is the triple number, while the number of variables are just (E + R)d where E, R are the entity and relation number, respectively. As to the practical situation that triples are much more than entities and relations, the number of variables are overwhelmed by the number of equations, making the algebraic system seriously ill-posed. As to the fine-grain situation around the center that lays the truth, it causes the unsatisfactory precise prediction issue, making the embedding around the true facts unstable and imprecise. Second, from the geometric perspective, the exact golden position of the true facts in existing methods is almost one point, which is too strict for all relations and is more insufficient for complex relations such are many-to-many type. For example, as to the part of American Revolution, there exist many triples such as (American Revolution, HasPart, Battle Bunker Hill), (American Revolution, HasPart, Battle Cowpens). When many tail entities compete for only one point, there would be a big loss, causing imprecise embedding. We could also conclude from Fig.1 that translation-based geometric principle involves too much noise as the inexact representation form is used.
Existing methods attain less success in precise knowledge prediction due to the unsatisfactory precise prediction issue. However, our method OrbitE solves this issue by extending the translation-based principle h + r = t to the orbit-based principle M(h, r, t) = D 2 r where M is the manifold function, which could take many forms such as sphere, box and so on. From the algebraic perspective, in the orbit-based principle, the principle equations are nearly as much as the free parameters, alleviating the ill-posed problem to stabilize the fine-grain embedding. From the geometric perspective, OrbitE expands the position of golden triples from one point to a manifold such as a high-dimensional sphere, which avoids much noise to distinguish the true facts from the most possible false ones, as illustrated in Fig.2 .
To summarize, our contributions are two-fold: 1. We have addressed the issue of unsatisfactory precise prediction and attributed this issue to two reasons: the ill-posed algebraic system and the over-restrict geometric form. To our best knowledge, this is the first time to address this issue formally. 2. We propose the orbit-based principle to alleviate this issue and the method OrbitE based on this principle achieves subsistent improvements over the state-of-theart baselines in experiments as expected, especially for precise embedding tasks.
Related Work
There are two key branches of knowledge graph embedding: translation-based methods and others.
Translation-based Methods
A significant work of embedding is TransE [Bordes et al., 2013] that starts the line of translation-based methods. TransE treats a triple (h, r, t) as a relation-specific translation from head to tail entity, mathematically say h + r = t and the score function is ||h + r − t|| 2 2 . The following main improvements focus on the entity vector transformation that allows entities to take a relation-specific role under different situations. For an instance, TransH is a projection transformation, say h r = h − w r hw r , t r = t − w r tw r , while TransR [Lin et al., 2015b ] is a rotation transformation, say h r = M r h,t r = M r t. Similar work also contains TransD [Ji et al., ] and TransM [Fan et al., 2014] . Other improvements involve extra information such as rules based on relation-type , paths with different confidence level (PTransE) [Lin et al., 2015a] , and semantic smoothness of the embedding space . KG2E [He et al., 2015] is a probabilistic embedding method for modeling the uncertainty in knowledge base by Gaussian distribution. Note that this branch keeps the stateof-the-art predictive performance.
Other Methods
The Unstructured Model (UM) [Bordes et al., 2012] serves as a previous trial of TransE, which ignores relation information and the score function is directly defined as f r (h, t) = ||h − t|| 2 2 . The Structured Embedding (SE) model [Bordes et al., 2011] transforms the entity space with the head-specific and tail-specific matrices and the score function is defined as f r (h, t) = ||M h,r h − M t,r t||. The Semantic Matching Energy (SME) model [Bordes et al., 2012] [ Bordes et al., 2014] can enhance SE by considering the correlations between entities and relations with different matrix operators.
where M 1 , M 2 , M 3 and M 4 are weight matrices, ⊗ is the Hadamard product, b 1 and b 2 are bias vectors. The Single Layer Model (SLM) applies neural network to knowledge graph embedding and the score function is defined as 
, where u r is a relation-specific linear layer, g(·) is the tanh function, W ∈ R d×d×k is a 3-way tensor. Besides, RESCAL is a collective matrix factorization model which is also a common method in knowledge graph embedding [Nickel et al., 2011] , [Nickel et al., 2012] .
Methods
In this section, we introduce the novel orbit-based principle and then analyze these methods based on it from algebraic and geometric perspective.
OrbitE : Orbit-Based Embedding Model
For a specific triple (h, r, t), we apply the orbit-based principle M(h, r, t) = D 2 r instead of the translation-based principle h + r = t. When the head entity and relation are given, the tail entity lays in a high-dimensional manifold. This is inspired by the orbit of heavenly body in astrophysics thus we name it the orbit-based principle. Our score function is designed by measuring the loss according to the principle:
where h, r, t are respectively the embeddings of the triple, D r is the relation-specific orbit hyper-parameter and M : E × L × E − → R is the manifold function that we would detailedly discuss next, where E, L are the entity set and relation set, respectively.
Sphere. Due to the concern about geometric symmetry, all the tail (or head) entities for a specific fact such as (h, r, * ) are supposed to lay in a high-dimensional sphere where h + r is the center and D r is the radius. Mathematically stated as
Notably, this is a straight-forward extension of translationbased model in which the D r is zero and the manifold collapses into a point.
Hilbert. RKHS usually provides a more expressive way to represent the manifolds, which motivates us to apply the orbit-based principle in a kernel way. To this point, kernel tricks are involved to lay the sphere in a Hilbert space as below:
where ϕ is the mapping from low-dimensional space to Hilbert space, and K is the induced kernel by ϕ. Commonly,
p and so on. Hyperplane. Every two spheres are not supposed to intersect while every two hyperplanes mostly should intersect. When both entities e 1 , e 2 are simultaneously the matched tail entities of (h 1 , r 1 ), (h 2 , r 2 ), then if the intersection of M(h 1 , r 1 , t) = D 2 r1 and M(h 2 , r 2 , t) = D 2 r2 could provide more precise solutions such as t = e 1 , t = e 2 , it would lead to more precise embedding. Due to this fact, we apply a hyperplane to enhance our model as below: M(h, r, t) = (h + r head ) (t + r tail ), where r head and r tail are relationspecific embedding, each for head and tail. For instance, when head entity and relation are given, the tail entities lay in the hyperplane, the direction of which is h + r head and the bias is D 2 r . Motivated by enlarging the number of the entities that the manifold could hold, we apply the absolute operators as
r , the absolute operator would double the solution number of t, meaning two tail entities rather than one could be matched precisely to this head for this relation. Extending this idea to high-dimension situations, the absolute operator would enlarge the capability for entities of a hyperplane to a great degree. For kernel trick, it is a direct way to kernelize as below: 
Algebraic Perspective
As the introduction argues, the ill-posed equation system that holds more equations than variables always leads to some undesired properties such as instability and imprecision, while translation-based methods are just belong to this sort of system from the algebraic perspective. To alleviate this issue, orbit-based methods model embedding within a nearly wellposed algebraic framework. Because our principle indicates only one equation for one triple, taking an example of sphere as
r , we could conclude that if d ≥ T E+R , our embedding system would be more algebraically stable and the condition is easy to achieve by just enlarging the embedding dimension in our methods to a suitable degree. When the suitable condition is posited, the stable algebraic solution would lead the embedding to a fine characterization, therefore the situation would be promoted away from the imprecise characterization issue.
Geometric Perspective
As the introduction argues, the translation-based principle allocates too few positions such as just a point for golden triples, leading to the unsatisfactory precise prediction issue. We expand this one point to a whole manifold such as high dimensional sphere. Detailedly, for an instance of a complex relation in Sphere setting, all the tail/head entities for one fact could lie on a sphere, which takes h + r as the center and D r as the radius. Mathematically, it is expressed as
r where all the h i and r i are assumed to be fixed as the parameter of the center. Obversely, there would be less loss in a manifold setting than in a point setting. With the more precise fitting of the knowledge graph in orbit-based principle, the unsatisfactory precise prediction issue would be solved, satisfactorily.
Training
We train our model with the rank-based hinge loss, which means to maximize the discriminative margin between the golden triples and the false ones.
where L is the loss function which should be minimized, γ is the margin, and [·] + . = max(0, ·) is the hinge loss. The false triples are sampled with Bernoulli Sampling Method introduced in . We initialize the embedding vectors by the similar methods used in deep neural network as 
Experiments
Our experiments are conducted on four public benchmark datasets that are the subsets of Wordnet [Miller, 1995] and Freebase [Bollacker et al., 2008] . The statistics of these datasets are listed in Tab.1. Experiments are conducted on two tasks : Link Prediction and Triple Classification. To further demonstrate how the proposed model performs the orbitbased principle, we present the visualization comparison between translation-based and orbit-based models in the section 4.3. Finally, we conduct error analysis to further understand the benefit and limits of our models.
Link Prediction
Reasoning is the focus of knowledge computation. To verify the reasoning performance of embedding, link prediction task is conducted. This task aims to predict the missing entities. An alternative of the entities and a relation are given while the embedding methods infer the other missing entity. More specifically, in this task, we predict t given (h, r, * ), or predict h given ( * , r, t) . The WN18 and FB15K are two benchmark datasets for this task. Notably, many AI tasks could be enhanced by "Link Prediction" such as relation extraction [Hoffmann et al., 2011] . Evaluation Protocol. We adopt the same protocol used in previous studies. Firstly, for each testing triple (h, r, t), we corrupt it by replacing the tail t (or the head h) with every entity e in the knowledge graph. Secondly, we calculate a probabilistic score of this corrupted triple with the score function f r (h, t). By ranking these scores in descending order, we then obtain the rank of the original triple. The evaluation metric is the proportion of testing triple whose rank is not larger than N (HITS@N). HITS@10 is applied for common reasoning ability and HITS@1 concerns the precise embedding performance. This is called "Raw" setting. When we filter out the corrupted triples that exist in the training, validation, or test datasets, this is the"Filter" setting. If a corrupted triple exists in the knowledge graph, ranking it ahead the original triple is also acceptable. To eliminate this case, the "Filter" setting is more preferred. In both settings, a higher HITS@N means better performance. Note that we do not report the results of "raw" setting for HITS@1, because they are too small to make a sense.
Implementation. As the datasets are the same, we directly reproduce the experimental results of several baselines from the literature for HITS@10. As to HITS@1, we request the results from the authors of PTransE and KG2E, directly, so the reported results are very solid. We have attempted several settings on the validation dataset to get the best configuration. Under the "bern." sampling strategy, the optimal configurations of OrbitE are as followed. For sphere, α = 0.001, k = 100, γ = 3.0 on WN18; α = 0.001, k = 400, γ = 3.0 on FB15K. For Hilbert, α = 0.001, k = 100, γ = 3.0, Polynomial kernel(p = 2, d = 1) on WN18; α = 0.001, k = 500, γ = 0.8, Polynomial kernel(p = 2, d = 1) on FB15K. For hyperplane, learning rate α = 0.01, embedding dimension k = 400, margin γ = 0.2, Linear kernel, on WN18; α = 0.01, k = 1000, γ = 0.2, Linear kernel, on FB15K. The experimental environment is a common PC with i7-4790 CPU, 16G Memory and Windows 10. Note that all the symbols are introduced in "Methods".
Results. Evaluation results on WN18 and FB15K are reported in Tab.2 and Tab.3. We observe that:
1. OrbitE beats all the baselines in all the sub-tasks, yielding the effectiveness and efficiency of orbit-based principle and proving our method could alleviate the unsatisfactory precise prediction issue. 2. From the algebraic perspective, it's reasonable to measure the algebraic ill-posed degree with the radio T /(E + R) where the radio is bigger and the algebraic stability is worse. As to the metric HITS@1, on Wn18, the radio is 3.5 while OrbitE(Sphere) improves relatively 85.1% than TransE, and on FB15K the radio is 30.2 while OrbitE(Sphere) improves relatively 96.0% than TransE. This comparison illustrates orbit-based methods could stabilize the algebraic property of embedding system, by which means, the true facts could be character- 18.1 34.5 10.6 56.1 20.3 TransH [Wang et al., 2014] 35.3 48.7 8.4 16.9 35.5 10.4 57.5 19.3 TransR [Lin et al., 2015b] 29.5 42. 3. From the geometric perspective, traditional models attempt to express all the matched entities into one position, which leads to bad performance on complex relations. Meanwhile, orbit-based model could perform much better for these complex relations as we discussed.
As to the metric HITS@1, the simple relation 1-1 improves relatively 20% by OrbitE(Sphere) than TransE while the complex relations such as 1-N, N-1, N-N improve relatively 184%, 34.6% and 104% respectively. This comparison demonstrates orbit-based method that extends the golden position from one point to a manifold could better characterize the true facts, especially for complex relations.
Triple Classification
In order to present the discriminative capability of our method between true and false facts, triple classification is conducted. This is a classical task in knowledge base embedding, which aims at predicting whether a given triple (h, r, t) is correct or not. WN11 and FB13 are the benchmark datasets for this task. Note that evaluation of classification needs negative samples, and the datasets have already been built with negative triples. Evaluation Protocol. The decision process is very simple as follows: for a triple (h, r, t), if f r (h, t) is below a threshold σ r , then positive; otherwise negative. The thresholds {σ r } are determined on the validation dataset. This task is somehow a triple binary classification.
Implementation. As all methods use the same datasets, we directly re-use the results of different methods from the literature. We have attempted several settings on the validation dataset to find the best configuration. The optimal configurations of OrbitE are as follows with "bern" sampling. Results. Accuracies are reported in Tab.5. We observe that:
1. Overall, OrbitE yields the best performance, due to the highest AVG. score. This illustrates our method could improve the embedding, by solving the unsatisfactory Figure 2 : The visualization comparison between translation-based and orbit-based principle for the embedding of FB13 and WN11 dataset. We perform the dimension reduction to plot in 2D plane where the high-dimensional sphere is reduct to a solid circle. The red indicate the wrong triples and the blue indicate the right ones. The above part corresponds to TransE where more near to the center and more plausible the triple is, while there is a very big loss for the true facts, causing unsatisfactory precise prediction issue. The below part corresponds to OrbitE(Sphere) where most of the true facts lie in the sphere and nearly all the false are outside. We could tell there is a very small loss for orbit-based principle, justifying that the unsatisfactory precise prediction issue is fixed to a great extent.
precise prediction issue.
2. More detailedly, on WN11, the relation "Type Of" that is a complex one, improves from 71.4% of TransE to 86.3% of OrbitE(Sphere) while on FB13, the relation "Gender" that is a very N-1 relation, improves form 95.1% to 99.5%. This comparison shows orbit-based method could handle complex relation better by tackling the unsatisfactory precise prediction issue.
Visualization Comparsion between
Translation-Based and Orbit-Based Principle
As the Fig.2 shows, the translation-based principle involves too much noise near the center where is supposed to lie in the true facts. We call this drawback unsatisfactory precise prediction issue as introduced previously, However, orbit-based principle alleviates this issue to enhance precise knowledge embedding, which could be concluded from the visualization results.
Error Analysis
To analyze the error in Link Prediction, we randomly sample 100 testing triples that could not achieve the top rank by OrbitE (Hyperplane) and three categories of error as below are concluded. Notably, we call the predicted top rank triple, which is not the golden one, as "top rank triple".
True Facts:
The top rank triple is true, but it is not contained in the knowledge graph, thus ranking it before the golden one is acceptable. This category is caused by incomplete dataset and takes share of 29%. For example, reflexive semantics as (Hot, Similar To, Hot), general expression as (Animal Scientist, Type Of, Individual), professional knowledge as (Crescentia, Type Of, Plant) and so on.
Related Concepts:
The top rank triple means some related concepts, but the fact is not so exact that it could not be treated as true. This category is caused by the relatively simple manifolds applied by OrbitE and takes share of 63%. For example, puzzled place membership as (Afghanistan, Has Part, Hyderabad), similar mentions as (New Haven, Part Of, One Star State), similar concepts as (Sea, Has Instance, Aleutian Islands), possible knowledge as (Accent, Type Of, Individual) and so on. We could further exploit complex manifolds to enhance the discriminative ability.
3. Others: There are always some top rank triples that are difficult to understand the detailed reason. This category may be caused by complex effects and takes share of 8%. For example, (Demonstration, Type Of, Body), (Geographic Area, Has Instance, Argun) and so on.
Conclusions
In this paper, we study the unsatisfactory precise prediction problem and attribute this issue to two reasons: ill-posed algebraic system and over-restricted geometric form. To alleviate this issue, we propose the novel orbit-based principle and the methods OrbitE(Sphere/Hilbert/Hyperplane) based on it. From algebraic perspective, OrbitE is a nearly well-posed equation system and from a geometric perspective, it expands one point in translation-based principle to a whole manifold. Extensive experiments show our method achieves substantial improvements against the state-of-the-art baselines. To reproduce our result, experimental codes and data will be published in github 1 .
